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Hotels, Nature Reserves,
Holiday and
Pleasure Resorts, Chalets,
Rondavels,Tents and other
Accommodation Facilities.
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Any absorption of Permethrin and Bioallethrin through the skin is negligible
and toxicity should no longer be of any concern for users, The product is not
intended for direct application to the skin.
Any Permethrin or Bioallethrin that might inadvertantiy get onto the skin,
however, is very poorly absorbed. (Pyrethroids are generally metabolized
in humans, mammals and birds (warm-blooded species) through oxidation
and conjunction and are finely excreted), Pyrethroids have no tendency to
accumilate in body tissues. Over 25 years of use, no adverse effects have
been reported to arise from proper human exposure to these chemicals. (As
published by The World Health Organization - The United Nations Environment
Programme - The International Labour Organization).

Insect and Dustmite
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Active Ingredients: Permethrin 2.25 gll Bioallethrin 0.45 gll

Reg. No. L6988 (Act No. 36 of 1947)
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Use for
fI-~ public health
and health care
in Hospitals chools - ~
Creches Public Food Outlets Restaurants, etc.
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Totally safe once the product has dried
material or textile.

on any surface -
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Swiss Technology
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Made in South Africa

Spray flooring-boards,
carpets, furniture, walls and bed frames.
Spray both sides of mattresses and pillows,
Spray sheets, blankets, pilloW-cases, sleeping bags and other
bedding, Use only a small amount of this product. No need to
moisten the material,
Let the product dry on the treated items before human contact.
It is totally safe to sleep in treated bedding, sleeping-bags or
clothing once the product has dried on these items,

The increasing Infestation and spreading of "BITING"
crawling and flying insects is a major concern especially
in the tourism and accommodation providing business.
Dustmites are always a household concern and causes
allergies, hayfever and sinus problems for humans.

Colour Coding of Pesticides
RED LABEL

STRIPE

Class la (1a) Extremely hazardous
Most toxic pesticide sold in South Africa.

Tourists, guests and visitors with their luggage and clothing
serve as the ideal hosts and help by spreading these
insects to other areas, causing infestations where proper
and effective prevention and precaution is not taken and
applied.

YELLOW

LABEL

BLUE LABEL

Uncontrolled insects are mostly associated with unhygienic
circumstances, poor and irresponsible management or
inferior accommodation facilities.

GREEN LABEL
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STRIPE

Class III (3) Slightly hazardous
Use with caution and use protection,

STRIPE

Class IV (4) or U
(Unclassified)
Less hazardous
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For more information contact:

Bioway Multi Insect and Dustmite Killer provides
effective, clean, easy and personal safe insect control for
modern households, accommodation providers and other
private properties, contributing to the pleasant and enjoyable
stay for guests and visitors.

Bed-bugs, Lice, Crawling
Insects and Dustmites ,:"

STRIPE

Class 11 (2) Hazardous
Second most toxic pesticide sold in South Africa .

Thousands of Tourists, Personnel and Guests experience
the unpleasant consequences of insect-bites, the irritation,
frustration,
and inconvenience
it causes for them.
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and Insecticides.
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